
SmartScan
Supply Chain, in the Palm of Your Hand

BlueQ SmartScan provides the functionality that standard ERP 
handhelds are missing!  For use with Kanban or traditional Par 

Cart operations, SmartScan immediately improves the efficiency 
of the supply chain management process…we guarantee it!

855-896-2467
www.BlueBin.com

SMARTSCAN:
Order Entry (into any ERP) 

Receiving and Delivery 

Warehouse/Inventory Manager 

Preference Card Optimization 

AGGREGATE ROI:
Spend and 

productivity data 

SOPs:
Best practice standard 
operating procedures 

& DIY Kanban  
methodology

SUPPLIER RETURNS:
Automate 100% of supply returns, 
eliminating financial leakage

DASHBOARDS:
Best-in-class analytics, proven 
to optimize all supply chain 
management functions

LABOR MANAGEMENT:
People, route and activity 
time management

DAILY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:
 Standard Work Auditor

  QCN-Clinical Requests Manager

 Huddle Boards

RIGHT SUPPLIES, RIGHT TIME.
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Right Supplies, 
Right Time.

Kanban

BlueQ

BlueBin is the �rst commercial provider 
of Kanban and will guarantee results 

Consulting

Hardware

Our mission is to dramatically improve the healthcare 
supply chain process ensuring that clinicians have the right 
supplies at the right time while maximizing e�ciency.

"Our clinical sta� no 
longer worries 
about supplies, 
they simply have 
what they need, 
when they need it."

RICK CERCEO, COO MERCY 
HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER

Elevate your ERP with our rapid-�re
Analytics and SmartScan for Kanban 
and/or Par Carts

Train and certify your team to maintain 
BlueBin’s proven standards 

More often than not, BlueBin beats 
your current hardware prices, due to 
our high volume of ordering

Joe Doyle  | BlueBin
 

(262) 613-9878 |  www.bluebin.com | jdoyle@bluebin.com
Joe Doyle  | BlueBin
 

100% Lifetime Retention Rate

Guaranteed Results 

9,000+ Inventory Locations

200+ Hospitals 
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Right Supplies, 
Right Time.

Introducing the all-new BlueQ
Rapid-Fire Analytics at your �ngertips.

BlueBin’s all-new BlueQ provides best-in-class supply 

chain and productivity management metrics for 

Kanban, par carts or other POU solutions.  At your 

�ngertips, the BlueQ system will allow you to input 

order entry for Kanban and/or par carts, receive, issue 

and cycle count inventory, perform item locate func-

tionalities and easily return product to your inventory or 

the supplier.   BlueBin can then capture data to provide 

hospitals with real-time performance analytics. 
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